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INTRODUCTION

The present social &nd economic situation in Bulgaria

as well as elsewhere, is presumably fully acceptable to

nobody* it lacks too much of the conditions which make

for wholesome living, happiness and moral progress.

The assumptions of this thesis go even farther than that

and presume that the very social order itself is defective

and in need of radical changes. But at the same time, we

cannot believe with the "Liberal School" that in order

to change and reconstruct the social conditions we must

let the economic forces act freely; neither can we, like

the •Catholic School", put our hopes in recognizing the

power of the Church; nor like the "Revolutionary

School", change the conditions by force. We cannot, like

the "National Socialists", expect everything from the

government*

The social question is first of all a moral one.

Before reconstructing the social order we must change

human nature, we must teach our hearts and minds to

understand that there is one common aim and one goal for
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humanity I.e. to malce this world a better place to live

in. All indlTidual interests should and must be Joined

together in such a way as to make the realization of a

better social order possible. Real social progress is

based not only on scientific discoveries and on the

rapid advancement of modern civilization, but above all

it is based on the principle of "Solidarity* so ardently

expressed by the exponents of the "Cooperative School*.

Cooperation is common to hximan nature. It is em

economic necessity. It has often been a guarantee to

social and economic progress. In the far remote histor-

-ioal past the primitive men united together so that

whether in warfare or in their domestic life they could

insure peace and security. In our modern times cooperation

has practically the same meaning and purpose i.e. men

still seek peace and security.

The modem or rather scientific "Cooperative School"

dates its btgiuning and foundation since the time of

Robert Owen and the Glasgow flannel weavers. At present

the cooperative thought has embraced almost all branches
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of eoonomi% and industry under different forms and names.

Ihe world is drawing together very rapidly, and the

nations more and more are becoming interdependent one

upon another. In the present age the social, political

and economic interests of the Orient are more similar to

those of the Western World than they have ever been

before. Fact is that if the nations do not make peace-

ful arrcoigements concerning their economic and political

interests another war might arise which will be the worse

solution for social ills. It seems there is no royal

road to individual and collective happiness except through

some form of cooperation. The social and economic ills must

be cured and the problems must be solved on a more human

and Just basis.

In far off Bulgaria the thought of cooperation has

existed from time immemorial. It is natural for the

Bulgarians to live together, work together, sing together,

and share joys and sorrows together. The peasants always

greet each other regardless whether or not they have ever

met before. For them there is no sophistication and no

form of formal introduction. Only say "hello* to a peasant





and his face will immediately begin to radiate

hospitality and in return he will answer youj "May

GrOd give you good."

The social and economic structure of present Bulgaria

is rapidly changing and developing according to the

pattern of principles given to her hy her enthusiastic

leaders. The Cooperative Thought as presented by

Robert Owen, J.J. Rousseau and a score of other social

idealists has found not only welcome in theory in the

minds and hearts of the simple Bulgarian folk but also

application in their economic and agricultural life*

This thesis attempts to make a brief outline of the

Cooperative Enterprises, their development and appli-

cation in modern Bulgaria.

Yourdanka Stephanova, Borikova
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PART OBS

Brief Outline of the History of the

Cooperative System.

What is Cooperation? The French hare the word eo~

operer , the Spaniards co^operar , the Italians oo*operare ,

the Latin oo«operare , and derive it from oo- and operari ,

which simply means to work or to endeavour together for

some common purpose. The Slavic word for the same idea

is "Zadruga" which litetary means '^together".

Cooperation, in the social, economic, theoretical and

practical sense of the word, is a new system of industry,

constituted by the equitable combination of worker,

capitalist, and consumer, and a new means of commercial

morality, by which honesty is rendered productive. It is

a harmonious agreement of many for unsurpassed advantages

impossible to be attained by one. It is a fair system

in which all members and others concerned in its develop-

ment are given a chance to share in the profits.

"L* association est un levier puissant. Slle est un
moyen d* amelioration et d* emancipation d*autant plus
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plus neoessaire a la flu du XIXe siecle, que toute
1* evolution economique s'est faire dans le sens d*une
concentration de plus en plus grande des une
legislation specialment favorable aux grande enter-
prises.

La cooperation est un moyen puissant d* organization
de la olasse des non-possedants. Elle est une ecole
d* education economique et commerciale, elle permet a la
classe ouvriere de vivre a meilleur compte, d'acquerir
plus de force, plus de loisirs, plus d' instruction,
de prendre chaque Jour une place plus preponderante
dans la nation et d'arriver ainsi au gouvernment du
pays. .«••••« *

History of the first Cooperative Society . Tarious

dates have been given for the birth of the cooperative

associations. The first consumer's society of which

definite records are available was that of the Fenwick

weavers, organized in Ayrshire, near Glasgow, Scotland,

in 1769. During the next half a century many other

organizations were founded in the same district. Glasgow

may well be regarded as the 'cradle of the Cooperative

Movement * •

Bertrand L. La Cooperation, Ch« I, pp 1-5





It is contended by some that the real founder and

organizer of permanent and suocessful cooperative

societies was the great English socialist leader

Bobert Owen. Under his influence in 1844, twenty-eight

poor flannel weavers of Rochdale , who after an un-

successful strike, put their pence together to buy

and divide among themselves the commodities that they

required.

The Rochdale Pioneers began their trading in the

smallest way, the members taking t\irns to serve in the

shop; and while so many other shops failed Rochdale

succeeded, and it has steadily grown to an institution

with thousands of members, owning shops, work-shops,

reading rooms, libraries etc. A large part of their

profits was devoted to educational purposes and chari-

table organizations*

The reason for their success seems to have been a

different method of dealing with the profits. Earlier

stores had divided these according to the capital con-

tributed by each member, or else equally among the





members; the Rochdale Pioneers determined that after

paying 5^ interest on the share oapital, all profit

sohould be allotted to the purchasing members in pro-

portion to their purchases, and be capitalized in the

name of the member entitled, until his shares amounted

to f5* Thus each member found it to his interest to

purchase at the store and to introduce new purchasers.

The ownership of the store remained always with the

purchasers.

Principles ; — The Rochdale workers organized their

society on principles which have been followed in general

by the cooperative movement from that day to this.

1) Each member of a society shall have one vote in

the determination of policies, the election of officers

etc.

Z) Capital invested in the society shall reserve

a fixed rate of dividends which shall be no more than

the minimum ooimnercial rate.

3) Any surplus accuring by virtue of the difference

between the net cost and the net selling price of
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oommodities and services — after meeting running

expenses, paying interest and setting aside a fund

for depreciation, improvement etc., shall be returned

to the members as 'savings-returns' or 'dividends' in

proportion to their purchases, or spent for education

or other social purposes.

In addition, the Rochdale Pioneers decided:

1) To sell goods on a cash basis*

2) To permit unlimited membership in the society,

3) Preferably to charge the prices similar to

those charged by neighboring competitors in profit-

making industry rather than cost prices, so that they

might accumulate capital and obviate hostile competi-

tion.

Education. In their programme it says: • Part

of the dividends shall be used for building schools,

libraries and reading rooms.* For, is not education

the first step toward civilization and true progress?

With this aim they set aside 2.5^ for educational

purposes. So with the opening of the first store there
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was opened a reading room.

Development . The growth of membership and capital

was such that by 1894, on the occasion of its Fifty

Year Jubilee, this single society was able to report

a membership of 13,000, funds of |2, 000, 000, and an

annual business of $1,500,000, In the thirty years

following, this membership had grown to 26,000 while

the sales and trade correspondingly increased.

The conce:pt of Robert Owen . When Robert Owen ad-

vanced the concept of Cooperation as a basis of a new

social and economic order he contemplated something

far more purposive and conscious than the involuntary

and formless cooperation which is coextensive with

society itself, and which in Owen*8 days was heing

further enforced by the ramifications of the industrial

revolution. He set up cooperation over against the

principles of 'laissez-faire* and competition, as a

regulating device through which individual profit-

seeking could be made to serve a common good. Owen
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did not hesitate to suggest the setting up of commu-

nities which would be isolated and self-sufficient

in their economic and social activities. In similar

fashion the Frenchman, Fourier, ah out the same time,

in his use of the term '^association*', also stressed a

purposive, rather than haphaaard or involxintary asso--

oiation*

•The proposals of these two leaders of the coope-
rative movement bear a far greater resemblance to the
communistic colonies which preceded and followed them
than to the working-class cooperative movements which
sprang up partly out of the impulse given by their
ideologies. Two important contributions were, however,
caade by them . The first was the complete ignoring of
the political state as the instriiment of change, and
the second was the principle of voluntary grouping for
the purpose of self-employment as well as self-govern-
ment." *

Keanwhile, begining in the late forties in England

and somewhat later on the Continent, cooperative

organizations of various types arose among the urban

and rural masses. Some of these developed spontaneously

Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences 7ol. 4.
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partly as a result of th« impulsts giv«n by ideolo-

gies and leaders or else were closely affiliated with

socialist and other working class movements; still

others were sponsored by governments and by the Catho-

lic Church. The industrial workers in England,

particularly in the textile centers, began with the

Owenite concept of self-employment in work-shops, for

which the cooperative store was to furnisii capital

and build up a vast distributive-store movement

copied by the workers of Prance, Switzerland and the

Scandinavian countries. Germany became the birth-

place of the Credit Movement which as we shall see

later in this thesis , influenced both directly and

indirectly the development of the Bulgarian cooperative

and agricultural centers. As conceived by German

social leaders the Credit Movement was primarily for

agricultural comm\mities, although it served trades-

men, small manufactiirers and skilled artisans with

credit for production and consumption needs. Agricultural

cooperative organizations of other than the credit type

for marketing the produce of farmers, for purchasing
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e^uipment and fertilizers and for the manufacture of

dairy products appeared in Europe, the United States

and the British overseas dominions.

In the minds of the leaders of most of these

movements there was essentially no conflict l)etween

the Tarious forms of cooperatives. So far as the

internal organization of the associations themselves

was concerned, the term ^^cooperative** had some basis

in common practices; membership was open; dividends

on capital were fixed or limited; provisions were made

for return of surplus to the members on the basis of

patronage, a fraction of this surplus being retained

usually in a common fund for the furtherance of the

ends of the cooperative organization. In some of the

agricultural marketing association agreements there

are additional clauses usually providing that as regards

the product concerned the member is to do business only

through his association. Thus competition between

members is modified or eliminated, and the profit

making motive is subordinated to advance the general
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goocl* These oommon attributes form the basis for the

special cooperative legislation which distinguishes the

cooperative association from the ordinary commercial

enterprises.
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General Survey of Cooperatives in Bulgaria





PART TWO

General Survey of Cooperatives in Bulgaria*

1) Barly Begin^ngs . The Bulgarians are a democratic

people with strongly individualistic and communal ten-

dencies. "Vzaimopomoshf* , which literary means "to help

each other" or "mutual help" evidently has been the

main basic element in the minds and hearts of those sturdy

peasants who in 1862-1864 were invited by their own soci-

ally awakened fellow-brothers to get together and work on

the free municipal land. Among the many cruel farkish

rulers there were sometimes a few more kind-hearted who

looked favorably upon such peasant enterprises provided

that no politics of any kind were involved in them. The

results of such communal work were to be saved for time

of need and poor crops. In other cases this cooperative

initiative developed so far as to turn the raw materials

into money-savings for the so-called "Big Community Chest".

This chest was something like a community or village

bank where every peasant or artisan in need could go and

ask for help. The effect of this enterprise was such that

before very long there were q,uite a few community chests

throughout the country. Later, when Bulgaria was liberated

-15
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from the Turkish oppression, and after a new and democratic

government had been formed, it was much easier for this

government, established in 1879, to centralize these com-

munity chests and stores in fewer and stronger bodies. In

1^04-1907 was established the Bulgarian Agricultural Bank

which now has branches all over the country*

" The Bulgarian Agrarian Bank is like none other on
the face of the earth. Its capital belongs to nobody or
rather it belongs to everybody, yet it has not come from
the state. It is used ten times over in the course of a
year but it keeps replenishing itself and is ever in-
creasing. Nor can the bank ever go broke, since the
state is behind it; yet it is not run by the Bulgarian
state; it is autonomous. It has no shareholders and pays
no dividends. It buys, sells, enlightens and uplifts
and lends money to more than half the agriculturists
in the country, practicing the astounding policy of
letting its debtors "eat their cake and keep it too.

It is a school, a general store and a money lending
•hop. ' It began as a wooden box made secure by a big
iron padlock and now it possesses scores of fine buildings,
one of which is among Sofia's most imposing edifices.

Its origin was the old fashioned community chests once
found in many Bulgarian towns. In former times the
Bulgarian peasants and artisans observed the custom of
contributing regularly to a common fund, which was
used to enable widows and other poor people to buy farm
animals, tools, seeds and even the necessities of life.
Three quarters of a century ago a progressive and
energetic Turkish governor, Midhat Pasha, who administered
the greater part of Bulgaria, took up this community
chest idea and made it a regular part of his system of
government. And in the course of time - quite a long time-
the institution developed into the best agricultural bank
in £astern Europe.
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She chief circumstances which led Midhat JPasha to
open liis Self-Help Banks and which impelled other rulers
of Bulgaria, especially after the Libert.tion of the
oountry, to improve and amplify the system were the
terrible abuses committed by heartless usurers in the
Bulgarian villages. And it is a sad fact that many of
the most predacious of these Shylooks were Bulgarians,
They usually made from 50% to 500^ profits and, worst
of all, they often charged "green interest" on their
short time loans, that is, they lent money or grain
against growing crops, stipulating that much larger
number of pails of wheat be returned after the harvest.
So on threshing day, after the horses, running round
on the threshing floor, had trampf?cl out the grain, and
the peasant with his family had wlnowed it in the wind
and gathered it into a neat golden pile, the tax gatherer
appeared to take his tenth and the usurer to receive his
share. In many oases there was very little left for the
poor peasant. He did not have eiiough to carry him
throughthe winter and spring, so again he had to borrow
to find himself overwhelmingly and inextricably in debt;
the hopeless victim of his creditor. Do what he might
there was no conceivable way for him to get on his feet
again. There were scores of villages in which the usurers,
who were often the saloon-keepers, held practically all
the peasants in their hands, in addition to this, at the
middle of the last century the Turkish Empire was rocking
with anarchy and rumbling with discontent, clearly show-
ing Midhat Pasha that some measure was necessary to pre-
vent or postpone a general rebellion; so he founded Com-
munity Banks,

In the beginning, 70 years ago, the communities secured
capital for their banks in two ways, in some cases the
crops raised on the communal land were put into the fund
and in others the richer farmers were compelled to contri-
bute amounts of wheat and corn corresponding to the number
of work animals they used, m other words, it was a
special tax on capital, paid in kind and not in money. In
the spring, when the price of cereals was highest the
accumulated gr&in was taken from the town granary and sold
and the money was literally placed in the community chest.
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to be administered by four elderly and reliable men,
usually two Turks and two Bulgarians. When as much
as 800 dollars had been accumulated the bank was
permitted to begin business and once each week, on
market-day of course, the chest was unlocked, the bags
of heavy gold coins untied and the account-books laid
upon a little table. If any one was in need he could
appear before thse four red-fezzed, wide belted
baggy-trousered bankers and ask for one year or less,
that is, in case a good neighbor of his was willing to
go security or if he mortgaged a suitable amount of
property. The mortgaging process was asoiindingly brief
and simple - all he had to do was to put the deed for
his property in the community chest and sign a proa-
i-issory note. If he could not sign he merely wet his
finger tip in ink and left his finger-mark, which two
literate neighbors attested was really his. If none of
the four bankers oouLd read, write or figure they engaged
a clerk to keep the books for them, but they did not
relinqtuish their vigil over the money bags. There was no
connection between one community chest and the others,
no central office, no clearing-house. Each little bank
with its quartette of directors was a separate, inde-
pendent institution. The profits all went to the village
improvement and for helping the needy.

It is plain that this whole enterprise was crude and
simple and undoubtedly the naive b*mkers made bad loans
now and then. But the system was no ^oke and the
community chest kept getting fuller and fuller so in time
it came to be opened more than once a week.

2) Continued l^fforts through the Liberation . The war
of Liberation almost put an end to the whole undertaking,
for when the Russians crossed the Danube River and the
Balkan mountains, driving the Turks back toward Asia, the
latter in their flight took many of the community chests
with them, so that when the smoke of battle cleared away,
some of the banks not only found themselves with empty
chests but also with no recordf? of their debtors and the
sums owed. Nevertheless, the newly-freed nation considered
the Self-Help Banks a necessary Institution and at once
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set about to reorganize them and to recover as much
of the money, books and loans as possible. Villages
were obliged to continue to contribute in kind, and
had the privilege of electing the cashiers, who came
to be one for each institution instead of four. Being
a villager in many cases as well as a politician, the
cashier did not always prove himaelf a brilliant
banker. Hor did the rather haphazard old patriarchal
system answer the growing needs and the somewhat more
complicated economic situation. So in 1894 a new law
was passed, uniting all the banks in a single system,
vinder the control of the Ministry of Agriculture.
After that, money could be transferred from the chest
of one town to that of another, all profits were
retained by the banks, not reverting to the villages,
and trained controllers were appointed to help the
elective cashiers*

During the 37 years that have passed since then,
many other improvements have been made in the banks
and the form they now have was given to them by the
law of 1927. Ho longer are there agricultural banks,
but the Agricultural Bank with 98 branches and 58
agencies, situated in all parts of the country. The
institution is managed by a governor and four
administrators who are appointed by the King cuid cannot
be dismissed except by vote of the National Assembly.
Of the profits of the bank 85^ go to increase the
capital fund, and 15^ for reserve capital, bonuses ana
salaries for the personnel. In no case may the bonus
exceed 60^ of an employee's salary which varies from
15 to 100 dollars monthly. Each branch is conducted
by a treasurer, accountant and legal adviser. The
branches and agencies loan money directly to indivi-
duals and to cooperative organizations.

ICost of the peasant proprietors of Bulgaria have
dealings with this institution. Last year, for example,
451,253 owners of farm property out of a total of
754,206 were given credit, some without security, many
on the security of guarantors and others against mort-
gages. A new and very popular form of credit is known
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as warrant loans. These are given against grain, which
Isiiot removed from the villages' granaries. The pro-
cess of completing transaction is rapid and simple.
A. bank agent visits the peasant who wants money, exa-
mines, measures and registers the produce to be used
as security, officially informs the mayor of the village
concerning the transaction and authorizes the b?-nk to
give the desired loan. From then on until the mortgaged
wheat is sold the mayor is responsible for its remaining
in the bin. The bank very seldom req^uires peas£_nts to
sell stock, furniture or real estate in order to pay
their notes; it prefers to wait many years rather than
foreclose a mortgage, giving its debtors every possible
chance to recover. So closely is the life of the
peasants tied up with this bank, that they are not
allowed to sell any real estate without securing an
official certificate stating that they are not indebted
to it. Without that no property deeds are registered.

The assets of the bank have more than doubled within
the last five years and now exeed five billion levas or
about 36,000,000 dollars

Sot less than a dozen different kinds of very
important activities are constantly carried on by the
institution. One is the furnishing of modern agri-
cultural implements to the peasants at cost prices on
easy payments over a three years' period. Most large
machines such as tractors and threshers are supplied
through the Peasant Cooperative Sooieites and in a
village where a cooperative is working with such
machines the bank does not furnish them to individuals.
In all cases it strives to strengthen the cooperative
movement.

The bank supplies seeds for new cultures, imports
material for spraying vineyards and furnishes for
fighting plant diseases.

In conjunction with cooperative organizations it
provides for the drying and marketing of a large part
of Bulgaria's production of silk cocoons.
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It helps the oooperators to produce and sell attar
of roses. It finds markets for much of the Bulgarian
tobacco. It aids in the construction of modern wine
cellars and, most important of all» it gives credit
to the peasants, last year lending more than four
billion levas, of which went for real estate,
20^ for farm animals, Z% for machines, 4^ for farm
improvements, 12^ to pay off debts and 19^ for current
needs - for food.

The bank is endeavoring more and more to place
these loans through peasant cooperatives. The foun-
ing, financing, and directing of such organizations
are in fact one of its chief aims and activities.
It is trying to reorganize the whole social and eco-
nomic life of the Bulgarian village on the cooperative
basis. Its gospel is cooperation; the good news which
its representatives carry from village to village is
"Peasants, cooperate". Furthermore, it not only
preaches a saving gospel, but shows the villagers how
to put it into practice and furnishes them capital to
start on.

In 1907 there were 254 peasant cooperative societies;
now there are 1600 and their 225,000 members comprise
more than 25^ of all Bulgarian peasant proprietors.

Most of these cooperatives are credit organizations
existing to help the peasants secure loans for marketing
their crops and improving agriculture. They will some
day become the channels througih which money will pass
from the Agricultural Bank into the villagers' hands;
they will be the capillaries in the vital circulatory
system of Bulgarian agriculture. There are also co-
operatives for buying silk cocoons, lumbering, dairying
and stock-re. i sing. One of the two largest light and
power producing plants in Bulgaria is a cooperative
enterprise. As is also the best-conducted sugar factory*
The only chain stores in Bulgaria are links in a co-
operative undertaking, v^ich has its own flour mills and
factories. Much of Bulgaria's large output of excellent
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tobaooo is sorted, treated and marketed by coopera-
tives. And many modern handcrafts have been reorga-
nized on a cooperative basis*

One of the most popular forms of cooperation are
the Popular Banks found now in all parts of Bulgaria.
The first one was opened in 1903 in Sofia nad already
there are £37 of which half are found in the cities
and the rest in the villages. They are supported mostly
by small merchants and artisans, people who have need
of liquid capital, of (juiok loans for short periods. Of
the members of these banks £0^ are craftsmen or small
industrialists, 18^ store keepers, EOjC agriculturists,
and 18^ state officials, of the loans go to artisans
and 2)0% to small merchants. These banks have thriving
savings accounts and are responsible for financing many
public service enterprises. Many towns and villages owe
their electric light system to them.

They get their credit from the Bulgarian Cooperative
Bank, which is a state institution and exists to furnish
credit to the cooperatives not served by the Agricultural
Bank, namely to those iu the cities. This bank was
founded in 1910 with a Cvjnparatively small original ca-
pital furnished entirely by the National and Agricultural
B€Uiks. In 19E8 it obtained a supplementary capital of
150,000 pounds sterling from the refugee loan which
Bulgaria received through the League of Hations. In
addition to encouraging, founding and aiding city coope-
ratives, of which there are 1,694 in existence, this
bank also provides for Agricultural insurance against hail
and natural calamities*

Now and then certain conflicts or misunderstandings
have arisen among the Agricultural Banks, the Popular
Bank and the Cooperative Bank, but they are of but little
importance and now the three institutions have quite
definitely worked out their separate spheres of activi-
ties and their special functions. The importait things is
that they are all striving to outdo one another in service
to the cause of cooperative enterprises. This is plainly
one of the main channels in which the economic life of
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Bulgaria is to flow in the future. Cooperation is to
be the method whereby villagers with an average of
twelve acres of cultivated land to a family, artisans
in little shops, merchants in small stores and
industrialists in two-roomed factories are to win
economic security, attain a decent standard of living
and preserve their independence and consciousness of
proprietorship. Bulgaria will not be filled with trusts
soon. Trusts are advancing indeed, but their fields
of conquest are very limited. There will be no great
farms, no mass production. Little fields, little shops,
little houses, little stores will abound and abide;
each person will have his place and his work, most
creators will be both bosses and toilers and they will
all go on their own, yet will work together in cooperative
organizations.

The cooperative dwelling is a symbol of Bulgaria's eco-
nomic and social life at the moment. Bulgarians are
characterized by a passion for owning the houses they live
in. They prefer to pay interest on mortgages rather than
rent, so many of them have built apartments in giant
apartment houses. They own their dwellings even though
these form part of an immense common edifice. The big
houses in Sofia are not the property of wealthy lords
but of cooperative groups of independent proprietors.
Each cooperative apartment owner has borrowed money from
a state bank against a mortgage to erect his dwelling and,
though freed from taxation for ten years, he has heavy
interest, obligations to meet with inexorable regulariy,
yet he survives the worry and strain because he is paying
his own house. *

R.H. ¥arkham. Meet Bulgaria, Ch. IVII, pp. 338 ff





Western Influences . Most of the Bulgarian social

leaders and educators go abroad for their higher learning.

To France they go for diplomacy, to Germany for social

sciences and philosophy, to Italy for music and painting,

to Denmark for agriculture and house-hold and farm-

management, etc. There are ofcourse many foreign schools

and colleges in Bulgaria which render her very useful

and well-appreciated services. It is true, enlightened

and advanced nations have not made the necessary

sacrifices to open and maintain large and expensive

uplift-institutions in far-off Bulgaria merely for the

sake of somebody's bewitching black eyes. The givers

think they are serving national or religious causes;

they picked her out while she was still a "poor benighted

nation in the utter darkness of Turkish slavery** and have

continued to aid her ever since; they have sought to

draw Bulgarians into German, French, or Italian camps or

else Greek Orthodox Christians into Protestant and

Catholic folds. In all these crusades the knights are

perfectly conscientious and they so ardently believe

they are doing Bulgaria a service by bringing her under

German, French, Italian, Catholic and Protestant influences

that they Joyfully give their lives to the cause.
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Of the foreign schools in Bulgaria the American are

among the best. The relations between the American

educators and both official and unofficial Bulgarians

have almost always been the very best. In certain

critical moments a niimber of Americans have rendered

Bulgaria very important political services, they have

acqtuired the deepest love for Bulgaria and her people

and have always looked upon themselves as humble guides

trying to aid their newly-adopted brothers and sisters

along the difficult road to progress. The oldest

American College was founded in 1860. At present there

is one Coeducational American College, a High School for

girls and a Folk School in the village of Pordim. The

course of study in the College is organized in such a

way as to fit into the educational system of Bulgaria.

The diplomas of the College are gener^Q^ recognized by

European universities, which admit graduates to pro-

fessional work without examination. The institution is

supported largely by the students; their fees account

for 70^ of the total cost of operation while the rest
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oomes from Interest on endowment. The College plant

includes living quarters for 450 students, class-rooms,

laboratories, library, manual-training shops and

recreation rooms, as well as living accomodations for

fifty members of the staff. All the buildings have

been constructed by Bulgarian architects and craftsmen,

employing so far as possible, materials produced within

the country. The furniture has been manufactured in

the College shops. The campus consists of forty acres

of land providing ample facilities for outdoor sports.

The American Folk School in Pordim is doubtless one

of the best institutions for cooperative work and study.

This school is exclusively for village youth and its one

aim is to teach them how to live happier and more

prosperously in the village. Giving diplomas is not

part of a general educational system that enables

peasants to graduate up into city life. On the contrary,

it is designed to be a lever, lifting the whole village up .

It avoids bureaucracy and endeavors to give the very

best i.e. that sort of best which will transform village
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life, as most Bulgarians live in villages. And it

right to say that the future of the country depends

on the villages. The course of the school is one year;

it tries to keep village youth ever close to peasant

life, it makes the track over, while the train is

running. It teaches child-training, cooking, house-

decorating, gardening, dairying, hee-raising and pro-

ducing of eggs and chickens, by doing it all in

practice. It is a real village. It shows the youth

how to do well and happily what they have to do at

home.

Ofcourse, the Folk School at Pordim is not the only

educational institution in Bulgaria giving agricultural

instruction to the villagers, the state itself maintains

many schools for the same purpose. One of the best

schools of this kind is located in Sadovo - a very

beautiful and picturesque valley with excellent con-

ditons for agricultural study. In the last years the

Bulgarian government has given more attention to its

farms - every year it sends village-boys to Denmark to

study farming. Usually those boys return home to apply

the new methods in their own little farms.
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Iver since the Liberation from Turkey and even many

years before that there have been in Bulgaria men with

a deep desire for learning. In earlier days some of

them used to go to Constantinople and later to Germany

and Franoe to complete their studies. And when these

students returned back they brought with them new

ideas in political and social science. Soon the new

advocates began to ap.3ly their ideals in practice, some

with failure and disillusionment, and others with but

very little success. One of the fist exponents in the

cooperative field in Bulgaria was Lazar Yovchev, - a

student in Paris during 1870. Later, during the nineties,

the cooperative movement began to awaken interest in

many other people who at the time were not in direct

contact with the different forms of material culture in

the country. Some were followers of Reiffeisen, others

of Schulze-Belitzch , and still others of Haaz. This

brought some sort of confusion in the minds of the peasant

class who found it hard to understand the various forms

of cooperation. After many attempts andfailures, seom

agreement was reached i.e. the Reiffeisen type of co-

operation had to be fused in some way with the old





Slavonic idea of **zadruga'* which means •for another"

or 'together". Many of the old principles used in

the Cooperative Village Bank by Midhat Pasha were

discussed, analized and combined with the new and more

modern Western principles of cooperation. Thus, one

may rightfully say that the Bulgarian cooperative

societies as they are today have harmoniously blended

the old, the Oriental, with the new, and the Western,

principles and practices of "mutual help".

After the Liberation some 60 years ago some form of

eooperation became an economic necessity for the new

country, agricultural and commercial responsibilities

had to be met in some practical way in order to put the

nation on its feet. The credit form of cooperation was

suggested by some leaders, mainly, that which helps

the peasants and merchants sell and buy stocks, finds

and guarantees markets, and plays as the most vital fact<

in the economic life and development of the country* i!iew

Western ideas with practical applications were urgently

sought. Students and followers of the different Western

social movements went among the peasants preaching the
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gospel of new social reforms saying everywhere on the

streets or in clubs; *Arise Bulgarians and cooperate"

I

The first attempts in Bulgaria made to adopt the

principles of the cooperative organizations in other

countries occured by establishing The First Agrarian

Bank in the small village of Mirkovo in 1890.* Due to

unexperienced leaders and unfavorable conditions this

attempt failed utterly. In Russe, one of the old

commercial centers, about 1899-1900, ** the advocates

of the new idea having just completed their social science

researches, — some studying in Germany under the in-

fluence of Reiffeisen, and others in France under the in-

fluence of the new social guilds, regardless of hardships

but with a strong conviction and persistency in action, —
succeeded finally in organizing and establishing the first

three agrarian cooperative socieites according to the

type of the credit stores and banks of Reiffeisen. In

1904 there were already 24 cooperative societies. After

lorapchev. A., Development of the Bulgarian Gooper&tive
Movement, its Success and Failures:
* Accounts and Statistics pp. 5 ff.
)#4> It It n It 9 It
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the new movement became strong, a special law was made

by the government concerning the scope of the organiza-

tions, some of which received governmental aid from time

to time and others vhich were independent. However,

the principles of the new law made in 1907 tended to

gradually unite all forms of cooperative enterprises

in Bulgaria.

The present cooperative system as accepted in Bulgaria

is an outgrowth of the democratic government. All racial

groups and minorities enjoy full religious and social

freedom — the nation as a whole gives full support to

almost all forms of cooperative enterprises which tend

to reconstruct the social and economic conditions. Every

good citizen of Bulgaria is concerned about:

" 1) The necessity to aid the development of certain
industry.

S) Humanitarian interests, mainly, in behalf of labour.
3) national consciousness to preserve the physical and

mental well-being of the population."*

It is believed by many Bulgarian economists ( see

Vlaikov T.G. , I^apchev A. and others) of the present

Sprostranov H. from "The Cooperation" p 15
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social order that in order to succeed and march in line

with the rest of the civilized nations Bulgaria must

keep on gradually adopting the modern Western principles

of social, economic and political importance, - not

losing however her individuality hut, combining

harmoniously the old with the new systems of self-help

and independence and thus successfully adjusting herself

to the mechanic age. Bulgaria is thirstilly grasping

the best forms of cooperation possible, making new

experiments, trying this and that in order to find some

solution for her social and economic problems. It is

hard to predict what the outgrowth of the cooperative

enterprises in Bulgaria will be as she is constantly

threatened by the teachings of Bolshevism presented to

her both by Russian and Bulgarian exponents. It is true

however, that no matter what may happen the peaceful

peasants will continue working together in their simple

forms of cooperation.
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nature of the Cooperative Enterprises in Bulgaria





PART THREE

Hature of the Cooperative Enterprises in Bulgaria.

There are many factors which determine what the

dominant economy of a country will be. They are: 1) phy-

sical, 2) social, 2>) psychological, 4) historical, 5) re-

ligious, 6) traditional and others.

Just where is Bulgaria, what grows in her fields, Drtiat

natural resources are hidden in the depths of her mount-

ains, what are the climatic conditions, the occupation of

the population, the form of their government — in other

words, Just what is Bulgaria and what has made the

application of the cooperative system possible?

Physical Characteristics . Bulgaria constitutes a large

part of the Balkan Peninsula, but does not embrace the

most picturesque nor the wealhiest section of it. For, in

Yugoslavia on the west, there is a more enticing coast,

a larger number of rugged mountains and a broader stretch

of level plains, while in Rumania there is more mineral

wealth and one of the most extensive expanses of rich

agricultural land in Europe.

-33-
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i

•* The area on the surface on the earth, known as
Bulgaria has changed its size and shape many times during
the last century, stretching out and contracting like an.

agitated amoeba - if that famous animal ever gets agitated.
Many official and unofficial "bodies and individuals have
drawn Bulgaria's boundaries. The unofficial maps have
been prepared in professors* studies or in diplomatic
chancelleries and have always been comparatively large.
The official maps have been traced on battle-fields with
bayonets and in most cases have been small and much
hacked up. The one which Bulgaria is now wearing is among
the most shrunken she has ever had to squeeze into and the
whole nation complains that it is entirely too little -

that it does not fit at all. It was presented to her in
Paris somewhat over a decade ago and is of the same
general style as those worn by Germany, Austria an.d

Hungary. It is no secret to say that there is no
Bulgarian who believes that the map making season in the
Balkans is closed " *

Bulgaria is Just about the size of the state of Ohio.

It is dividfd into two fairly equal parts by a long

range of the Balkan Mountains. The northern half of the

country is made up of hilly plains most of which are

cultivated. Its average height is under 1000 feet and only

of the total area is more than 3000 feet above the sea

level. Southern and southwestern Bulgaria, which comprise

somewhat more than half of the whole country, are much

more mountainous. They contain one large, fertile and

R.H. Markham, Meet Bulgaria, Oh. II, pp 15 ff.
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very productive plain which resembles a vast garden

especially in the spring and summer. The chief of the

higher mountains here is Mount ICussalla, 9,800 feet high,

which towers above everything else in the Balkan

Peninsula except Mt. Olympus in Greece and Mt, Shar in

Yugoslavia. In the narrow valleys and miniature plains

on the sunny sides of these mountains is produced some

of the world's best tobacco, while many large forests

abound on the lower slopes. At the foot of one of the

deepest defiles, hard pressed on every side by con-

vergingmountains, lies one of the oldest and most

picturesq.ue monasteries in the Balkan Peninsula. Bulgaria

is well supplied with rivers, many of which run straight

north from the Balkan Range into the Danube River.

Although these streams are used extensively by enterpris-

ing gardeiu's in a somewhat primitive way for irrigation

and by an increasing number of electric light and power

plants, much of the wealth they carry is still unutilized.

The principal natural wealth on the surface of

Bulgaria is ner forests, found chiefly in the mountains,

which are owned almost entirely by the state and com-

munities.
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For the most part the soil is good and the olimate

healthful. Complete crop failures never occur. There

are no deserts and no waste areas. The yearly rainfall

is 25 inches or about the same as in the State of Kinne-

sota. The temperature in Bulgaria is much like that of the

State of Uew York. The summers are very hot in many places

and the winters cold. About half of the land is owned by

private individuals, and the rest belongs to the state,

villages, cities, counties, schools, and churches. The

country is rich in mineral wealth, most of which is still

unezploited. There is salt in large quantities, vast

deposits of coal, much lead and zinc, copper, oil and

silver. All these deposits belong to the state and some-

times are turned over to private individuals for explora-

tion and utilization.

Most of the people live in small villages and towns.

There are fibout 93 cities and 5,756 villages, the latter

being inhabited by 80^ of the total population. The

largest city is Sofia, the capitol of Bulgaria, which is a

very old settlement and trading center. It has grown very

rapidly during the last two decades, increasing its
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population from 102,812 in 1910 to 154,026 in 1920 and

has 230,000 at the present time. At present Sofia is

one of the largest and most attractive oities in the

Balkans. Life in this modern and up-to-date city re-

flects the spirit of the people. It is free from

extravagance and in none of the stores is there a

display of luxurious articles. It is not characterized

by gayness and after midnight most of the streets are

fairly q.uiet.

Second large and a very attractive city is Philipo-

polis, situated on seven picturesque hills. It contains

a large number of tobacco factories and is the center of

trade in agricultural products. A much livelier and

beautiful city is Tama, on the coast of the Black Sea.

It is one of the chief bathiBg places and most prominent

summer resorts. There are many attractive casinos and

bath-houses along the sandy sloping shore of the Sea, it

has one of the finest beaches on the Balkan Peninsula.

Each summer it is visited by thousands of outsiders.

With the exception of a few more cities and country
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towns Bulgaria is a peasant land, a country of fields

and vineyards and orchards » the abundant products of

which eq.ual the hest in ixirope.

•It is a land of flowing milk and honey and with all
other good things to eat. From the day in early spring,
when the markets begin to redden with hand-made willow
baskets full of giant strawberries, clear through the
rose season and the cherry season, through the wild
strawberries and raspberries, blue-berries end black-
berries, through veritable floods of musk-melons and
water-melons, apples, pears, apricots and plums too
numerous to pick...... through all these seasons
of delicacies up until the time snow falls, Bulgaria
offers you the choicest things that sun and rain and
soil can produce at prices found no place else in Europe.

• .•.f Bulgaria is a very good place to live in, a
land which if one has once visited he loves to return
to "

The main agricultural products of Bulgaria are rose

oil and perfume, tobacco, fruit and cereals. About

6,000,000 acres of land are planted to grain each year,

yielding 1,400,000 tons of wheat, ES4,000 of rye, 343,000

of barley and 465,000 of corn* Since the world

markets are overcrowded with a surplus of wheat Bulgaria

is giving attention to the development of such products

as tobacco, silk, cotton, vegetables, fruits, and wine.

R.H.Markham, Meet Bulgaria, Ch. , II pp 27 ff; Ch.,III pp30 ff
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She is now arranging the export of these products so

that more and more of her fine tomatoes and delicious

grapes as well as her beans, are being marketed in the

cities of Europe.

"The most interesting and alluring of all Bulgaria's
products is not her mild, dreamy tobacco, nor ner large
pink grapes, nor her flauiing strawberries, but her soft,
golden colored rose oil. This is her most famous creation,
the chief contribution of these stolid, quiet peasants to
the brightness, brilliance and gaiety of the world's
cities. •••••• ••••••••••••••••

Seventy-five per cent of the rose oil used in the
world comes from Bulgaria. It is produced in the so
called Rose Valley, which lies on the sunny side of the
Balkan Range. Many of the chief distilleries are near
Shipka Pass and not a few of them are owned by Mr. Shiip-
koff , which is exactly as it should be, for Shipka means
wild-rose and it was in this wild rose district that the
whole industry began... .«..••

In the eighteenth century when Bulgaria formed part of
the Turkish Empire, a Turkish merchant familiar with the
rose gardens in Asia passed in a carriage drawn by little
horses along the main highway that leads over the Balkan
Mountains toward Rumania and when he came into the vici-
nity of The Wild Rose Pass, he was struck by the extra-
ordinary abundance of the flowers and their extreme
fragrance. They impressed him as being very similar to
the roses on the other side of the Bosphorus while the
climatic and soil conditions about Shipka seemed to him
ideal for a rose industry. So he induced some of the
Turks living in the valley to set out roses and start a
little distillery. The results proved very favorable and
for many years this little valley has been giving humanity
most of its rose oil

In Bulgaria 12,500 acres of land are devoted to rose
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culture. The old fashioned distilleries are replaced
with new ones and thus the industry is advancing. In
1924, 6,000 tons of rose blossoms yielded two tons of
essence, which meant that a ton of flowers produced
much less than a pound of pure oil* Bulgaria produces
approximately 6,000 pounds of pure oil yearly sending
most of it to Prance and the United States. "*

At present the rose culture, being aided and greatly

improved in technic by the cooperative enterprises, is

becoming more and more a dependable national revenue.

And the Bulgarian peasant looks with pride to his rose-

oil products.

Village cooperative societies and the Agrarian Bank have

changed the economic aspect of the villages and saved the

poorer peasants from the clutches of the heartless money-

lenders. I'here is no aspect of Bulgarian progrss so

heartening and reassuring as the persistence with which

the Bulgarian peasants are themselves creating useful

local institutions. There are stations throughout the

whole of Bulgaria where villages may take advantage of

the services of superior breeding animals, free of charge.

There are also special seed-producing villages scattered

here and there in which all peasants receive special aid

B.H, Harkham, Meet Bulgaria, pp 92 ff.
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and are required under strict, expert supervision to

plant only the best seed and tend their crops by the

best methods. The state also through its agents

exchanges good seed grain for ordinary grain without

charging interest. Hever has land in the Balkan

reninsul\a been plowed so deeply nor tended so well

as at present by the Bulgarians. And it must be

added, that to this improvement in the life of the

Bulgarian peasants no one has contributed more than

the 13,000 village primary school teachers and the

8,000 priests. Many of them have their own model

farms which, though tiny, serve as effective examples.

They have the best gardens, get the best results from

their bees, have the most productive hens, receive the

most milk from their cows and show their fellow peasant

how to adopt the same improved methods. They also lead

in the formation of cooperative organizations and of

all cultural societies and dissipate the aversion which

the peasants tend to feel toward agricultural books and

farm agents with white collars.
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The supreme loyalty of the Bulgarian peasant all

through ages has been devoted to the family and the

farm rather than to the army and state. Though

insistent individualists, the Bulgarians also have

marked socialistic and communal tendencies. Their

three chief hanks are communal enterprises. Forests,

grazing grounds, mines and springs are usually communal

possessions. Therefore, the advocates of the modern

Cooperative Movement did not find obstacles while

orginizing the peasant folk into strong cooperative

bodies.

Social Characteristics Racial Backgrovind . In

Bulgaria there are practically no farms. The dwellings

are invariably grouped together in villages or towns;

families do not live by themselves, they prefer to

dwell in groups and go miles away for their daily work

in the fields. There are two main reasons for this

grouping together: 1) defence; 2) custom. In most

sections of the country it is customary for uncles and

aunts, brothers and sisters etc. to live in the same

house and under the same roof.
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"The land now called Bulgaria was for ages a high
way and a garden. Scores of tribes wandered there
taking whatever they wanted and there was much worth
wanting. As a result, the natives sought safety by
living together in inaccessible places. On the
return of more peaceful times they emerged from the
gullies and pushed into the plains but they went
together and continued to live in groups. A common

^ graveyard, a little church, the advantages of common
flocks of working in common on wheat fields added
to the prime necessity of a common defense — these
have prevented the Bulgarian peasant even to this
day from moving out of the village to their lands.
Kewly married couples build their new houses in
the village. They like to be with the rest. They
want to share in the common things.

This, indeed is the outstanding characteristic of
village life; it makes most "filings common, it has
been so for more than two turbulent Balkan millenniums

With people and animals living in such close
CLuarters and all abundantly multiplying their kind,
the stork theory could not thrive, although there
was a stork's nest on every roof. The people like
children, expect to have them, know how they are
made and often tell you they are expecting a baby
seven or eight months before it is due to arrive.
Tet, in spite of all this, it is in the old fashioned
Bulgarian villages that the most rigid morality exists,
that illegitimate children are the rarest, infidelity
of women most ferociously condemned.

R.H. Markham, Meet Bulgaria pp 105 ff.
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Since the Lil)eration social and educational

progress has become very rapid and in many parts of

Bulgaria peasant life is being completely transformed.

At present most peasants can read and write and in

almost every village there is some sort of political

and educational organization. The newly presented

principles of cooperation have attracted the peasant's

fancy for a better economic and communal life --

among them there are many who ardently devote themselves

to the eloquent theorists and idealists. In many cases

the peasants proved themselves independent with strong

conviction to even outo the activities and achievements

of the city or so-called "Intelligentsia** class.

Although the Bulgarians are classified in the

Slavic race, they are Slavs of a peculiar class — they

"they are Slavs by accident or in spite of themselves,"

Long before 679 A,D, they lived around the river Volga

in Russia, Later they came to the Balkan Peninsula,

Mr, R,H, Markham says
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dropped into a Slavio sea and were Slavized. During

their whole history they have been more attached to

their soil and hearths than to banners; they do not

make religion of nationalism. Due to their enter-

prise and industry they have oooupied the fertile lands

of the greater part of the Balkan Peninsula, but have

never held any permanent political sway over large areas,

Bducation. Yearning for true idealism and loyalty

is expressed in the religion of these people. For them

the church ( the Greek Orthodox Ch\iroh ) is more than

an authoritative supernaturalism,— it is an educational

and cultural factor. For that reason there is a chiioh

in almost every Bulgarian village. The basic religious

sentiment is not primarily an awe, nor aesthetic

inclination attracted by incense, golden robes and

pleasing motions, nor is it a tendency toward theological

speculation but rather a love of order, a sense of

obligation and a tendency toward wise precaution. For

centuries the church and the monasteries have been the

only sources of education and culture.
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It must be remembered that a hundred years ago there

was not a single first-class Bulgarian school in existence.

The first secular book to appear in Bulgarian language

was written by hand and distributed largely among a few

enlightened people who had to copy it^m manu*®^^P^

hand. In 1806 appeared the first printed booiL in Bulgaria,

a collection of sermons prepared by a bishop who at that

time was in exile in Bucharest, Rumania. This, ofcourse,

does not mean that before that there were no schools in

the country. There were many of them but mostly of a

very primitive nature, unadapted to the needs of the

people and taught by untrained monks with a limited out-

look and completely antiq.uated methods. They were the so

called '•cell-schools'* located at various monasteries or in

churches and most of the instruction they furnished was of

a religious or ritualistic nature. These "cultural

hearths" deserve the gratitude of the people for preserv-

ing the sparks of a national consciousness at a time when

all the Bulgarians were in political bondage to the Turks

and in spiritual bondage to the Greeks.
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As a matter of fact 90^ of the children in Bulgaria

of primary school age are actually studying. In every

town and larger village there is a school; it is

usually housed in a first-olass, modern building and in

most cases conducted by fairly competent teachers. There

are in all 6,850 primary schools, including kinder-

gartens, 103 secondary, two normal and scores of pro-

fessional schools of various sorts and grades. There is

also an excellent modern university with seven branches

or faculties, a state conservatory of music j.nd an art

academy. There are 2,780 \miversity students of which

72^ are men and E8^ women. The law school enrolls the

largest number followed in order by the departments of

literature, history and philosophy.

The Bulgarian state has given special attention to

the creation of agricultural education. It has in

Sofia, as one of the departments of the State University,

the largest and best equipped agricultural school in the

Balkans in which a staff of able professors is training

a personnel of devoted agricultural experts both men and
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women to work among the peasants in all parts of the

country, and make practical demonstrations of the

benefits of scientific farming.

Psychological Characteristics * What distinguishes

the Bulgarian amalgam, in which many racial, social

and political elements have been fused by the fires of

terrific and unceasing conflicts, is a peasant character

and a peasant psychology. To be sure not all that went

into the melting pot was of a peasant nature but

practically all that has come out of it is.

"The Thraoians who at the time of Christ occupied the
territory that is now Bulgaria were peasants, settled in
villages, attached to the soil and given to productive,
peaceful pursuits. The influence which the Romans left
upon the people of the eastern part of the Balkan
Peninsula was also preeminently that which aids agri-
culture. In many parts of the land there were Roman
camps OP garrisons. But these were not merely military
organizations; they were colonies as well. The Roman
soldiers remained in the vicinities where they served,
received lands, married native women and formed agri-
cultural communities. Purtermore, they and their
superiors and the state which they represented imposed
laws and accustomed the people to order. All this
fostered agriculture and aided in the creation of a
peasantry.
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The Slavic tribes, also, which later pierced into the
eastern part of the Balkan Peninsula were essentially
tillers of the soil. They blended with the native
inhabitants and strengthened the peasant strain. The
Bulgarian conquerors who came after them were warriors
and bold adventurers with a passion for domination and
power, but they were swallowed up by the Slav peasants.
The tillers of the soil, preservers of order, makers of
law, singers of songs, weavers of pretty costumes and
builders of homes triumphed.

Then came two powerful invasions, which held sway
over the peninsula with intermissions for nearly a
millennium. They were of the Turks and Byzantine
Greeks. The predominant characteristics of the Turks
who occupied Bulgaria were not those which distinguish
tillers of the soil. The invaders were warriors,
plunderers, rulers, feudal lords; they sought pleasure,
ostentation, grand gestures, romantic adventures; they
were given to caprice, injustice, disorder, tyrany.
Such traits and tendencies are ofcourse incompatible with
flourishing agriculture and indeed the Turks ruined agri-
culture, but they did not ruin the Bulgarians as agri-
culturists. They practically restricted the Bulgarians
to that occupation along with stock raising and home
industry. Not only were these things all that was left
for the Bulgarians to do but the Turks were glad to
have the Bulgarians do them. The Turk W£.s "Bey" or
"Pasha", meaning lord. He had power and lands. •••••••

•

Strange to say Byzantine dominion operated in much
the same way Uany Bulgarian merchants and the
leading people of various professions accepted the
foreign culture but in consequence were rejected by
the mass of the people. The real Bulgarians were
squeezed into the peasant mold, it was they who through
the centuries preserved the Bulgarian race
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Peasants love peace, established order, rigid ri^ts,
they live by law, emphasize square dealing, favor oo«
operative activity . They are industrious, thrirty

,

saving. Since they create, rather than plunder, they
protect property and established rights* . They build
up, make roads, erect houses, introduce improvements,
take pride in achievement and possession, inssit on
moderate and steady progress. They enjoy games, songs,
social gatherings, decorations and so foster the arts.
They want recognized rules, established methods,
printed regulations and instructions, so they favor
books. They collect their songs and stories end enjoy
literature. They continually need tools and utensils
so beside peasants one always finds artisans. They
must buy and sell so they create a small frugal merchant
class. They need some one to enforce the many rulse of
farming, using water and land, buying and selling, so

they create governments and settled states. They are the
basis of civilization and culture and the devoted
defenders of religion. They are solid, firm, conservative,
creative and reliable.

So the fact that according to official statistics 79^
of the people in Bulgaria live in villages inspires hope
in the future of the country .**

There is Just distribution of land as there are no

land lords or aristocrats. What Bulgaria calls "Intelli-

gentsia" today is her educated class of people most of whom

work for the common good of the nation. They are the ones

who go abroad, study and examine new methods of living,

come back to their country with new desires and stronger

R.H. Karkham, tfeet Bulgaria, pp 80 ff.
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convictions to apply their ideals and theories in

practice. Agricultural banks and cooperative

societies have changed the aspect of village life,

Uew improvements in building, making roads, supplying

the village with abundance of water, constructing

electric plants and thus illuminating both the houses

and the streets — all these things have changed the

appearance of many Bulgarian villages and turned them

into more comfortable, pleasant and effective dwellings.

Obligatory Labour Service. **Bulgaria has one
institution round practically no place else in the
world, named ''Obligatory Labour Service" for the
common good. It was introduced as a result of the
war and in direct consequence of the Neutlly Peace
Treaty, which prevents Bulgaria from maintaining
obligatory military service such as is practiced in
other European countries. One of the purposes of this
measure, undoubtedly, is to give the youth the physical
training and discipline which they used to find in the
army service, in other words to afford a substitute for
one of the useful functions of military training. But its
principal aim is to mobilize the man power of the country
and to perform essential public works.

Obligatory Labour Service is of two kinds: regular
and temporary. The regular service is performed once by
all young men upon reaching the age of 18 and lasts for
a period of 8 months. In some ways it resembles the
army. Temporary labour service is performed every year by
all adult Bulgarian citizens for a period of not more
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than 21 days. Both men and women are subject to it
but as a rule only the men are called and they sledom
serve more than ten days annually

even 800,000 sohool children are re<iuired by
the law to perform a number of days work for the
common good each year. ••••••••

The children's labour service includes cleaning up

and putting everything in good order. It is something

like general spring cleaning and the children seem

to have lots of fun doing it. Their major work, however,

consists in planting trees and foresting the neighboring

hills. Thus, those little folks feel that they^too^

have done something for their country.

More substantial achievements have been don^ by the

temporary labour service for adults. A comparatively

large number of towns and villages have been surveyed

and the streets widened, paved and straightened;

hundreds of miles of local roads have been constructed,

not a few bridges have been built, schools and reading

rooms have been erected, water has been piped in many

villages and a few cities, while in several districts

electirc light plants have been set up. On the whole,

the experiment for improvements is encouraging.

R.H. Karkham, Meet Bulgaria, pp 152> ff.
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Hature of the Agrari&n and Industrial Eoonomies and

their Development in Bulgaria * One of the great

disputes prevailing during the second half of the 19th

century, centered about the nature of the Agrarian and

Industrial Economies i.e. which of the two is to "be

prefered. The economy of a country depends largely on

her conditions of living. Thus for example the con-

ditions in Great Britain call for highly technical

industries while those in Bulgaria in most cases for

purely agricultural and agrarian ones. However,

A* Tagner in his book, "Agrar und Industrie" , holds

to a middle ground, i.e. that a one-sided development

of the economies of a country might "bring much danger

and risk to the financial situation of the governmental

resources. He maintains that a nation cannot and

should not be only industrial or only agrarian, but

that all forms — agriculture, commerce, and industry

should be developed as harmoniously as the conditions

permit. Only thus can there be any economic independence.

As to agrioult\ire itself — it furnishes much of the
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raw material and most of the main products for the

higher forms of industry. On the other side, we

oannot have progressive farming without industries

capable of supplying new and suitable machinery to

adequately mechanize and rationalize the agricultural

production.

Of course, this does not mean that, in a country

which has good agricultural conditions, the whole

populations should give its attention to farming.

Rather, the surplus of labour should find its place

in the industry, commerce, or profession. Otherwise,

an inevitable economic chaos would result such as in

Cuba at the present moment, where for the past few

years the whole population had put its labour and

hope in the sugar industry. It is important for
be

every country to/ economically independent and the

duty of the government is to preserve its nation

from eoonomic depression. Germany for example is one

of the European countries which because of certain reasons

— particularly the World War, found it hard to keep a

balance between her highly developed industry and the
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mere necessities of life. A nation with more than

80 millions of populatiln, where the people have ceased

to earn their living by farming but are constantly-

grouping in the big industrial cities and factory

centers cannot very easily turn back and effect a

backward process. In the centralization of one industry

mainly lie the economic oausesfor many social problems

of the new times, and economic collapses are being

felt now almost all over the world.

However, in spite of all efforts to harmonize agri-

culture with industry i^aile considering the three

primary factors: 1) nature, 2) labour, 3) and capital —
it has been difficult to reach any definite goal

because each one of these particular fields has its

specific needs to be met. Thus for example industry is

under the constant and direct influence of man and

needs a short time to secure results, while in agri-

culture it is just the opposite. There are also

differences in the regularity of work, division of

labour, mechanization, and location of the industry.
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It is impossible to work continuously throughout the

year on the farm since man's labour is conditioned

by nature. In industry it is not so. Here the labour-

ing process is independent of nature. Thus agriculture

is subject to a number of conditions uncontrollable by

man. The climatic conditions play an important role

upon the destiny of the "economic scope" of a country.

Thus, people living in continental parts where the

climate is moderate, the soil rich, and vegetation abundant

have ref.ched a higher economic culture essential both to

agrarian and industrial development.

Bulgaria is situated in the moderate zone and has

wonderful possibilities for agricultural economies.

In most sections the methods for farming and cattle

raising are still in their primitive stage, there is lack

of modern equipment, lack of knowledge. In later years

the cooperative societies and banks have aided the

peasants both directly and indirectly by giving them not

only material aid but also instruction as to how to

produce most with least labour.
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Investigations made by leading Bulgarian economists in

the field of village and agrarian cooperations show that

the peasants not only favor the establishment of such

organizations but pride themselves in bei|ig active members.

This sturdy and serene class people, awalcened by their

own social and economic needs, have come to the realization

that only through cooperation can their existence be

bettered. It is q.uite possible to predict that in the

future all forms of village and industrial economies will

be in the hands of the Cooperative System in one form or

another. At present we shall discuss each branch of co-

operation in Bulgaria and its progress and development

during later years.

Lumber Economy, Forestration and Cooperatives.

Bulgaria owns large forests in many of the Ballcan mountains

— Rila, Pirin, Stara Planina etc. These forests cover

about ZS^ of the whole area of the country. The state owns

about £7^ of the forests; the districts — 52^; private

individuals — 19^; monasteries, churches and schools —

Zfo. The state forests are kept in best conditions and

are used and exploited most extensively.
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The lumber economy is primarily centered in three

things: 1) material for fuel; E) material for building;

3) coal. The largest production is that of material

for fuel.

In general, the Bulgarian forest economy is not well

developed and rationaly used. In order to make it a

source of national economy and revenue a larger

capital for investment is necessary — but such capital

is out of the ctuestion as the financial resources in

Bulgaria are at a very low ebb. In many instances the

government tries to attract foreign capital in order to

give a fuller development to the forest exploitation.

Cooperatives for forestration and lumber are among

the newer organizations in Bulgaria. They have been in

existence for about 15 years and at present there are

98 such cooperative enterprises in the country. Their

aim is not only to help the poplulation and save the

people from the "green bankers" but to find markets for

lumber and to preserve the young trees. Reforestration
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is quite new in the country but in late years such

activity has been sponsored by the cooperative

organizations as well as by the government.

Cooperation and the cattle industry . The second

leading resource for revenue in Bulgaria is "cattle".

Before the World War it used to take first place in

business. The government is now using all efforts

to restore the previous state of conditions especially

through modernizing the care and quality of cattle.

The following tabulation will give an idea as to

the number of horses, sheep and pigs in the three

parts of Bulgaria:

Horses Sheep Pigs

North Bulgaria - 210,000
South " 108,000
S.Wesf 79,000

4.167,000 290,000
2,265,000 420,000
1,564,000 160,000

Sprostranov K. Cooperation and Agriculture, p 62
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Cattle raising in Bulgaria is, in general, not well

developed. The main ret-sons for this are: lack of

selective breeding, lack of good sanitation, lack of

markets, and lack of well organized industry capable

for placement of the products of the domestic animals —
war is also another cause. The following statistics

show the number of cattle in Bulgaria before and after

the World War:

1910 1920 1925

Horses 478,222 S98 thousand 411. d12
Donkeys i;50,726 181 ft 186.603
Buffalo 412,978) 2.300 millions 429,890
Cows and others 1,606 ,i565) 1,867,462
Sheep 8,669,260

1,464,719
8,922 IT 9,905,990

Goats 1,3S2 n 1,639,993
Pigs 627,311 1,090 n 1,117,717

Total 13,289,579 14,223 " 15,559,273

Sprostranov U. Cooperation and Agriculture, p 64
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Statistics show that Bulgaria has a larger number of

domestic animals than her neighbors Rumania, Yugoslavia,

and Greece. In recent years special attention is being

given to sheep raising which is of great importance to

Bulgaria for its wool and milk supplies. There is still

importation of wool from other countries — which hardly

seems possible for a section like Bulgaria in which

there are excellent grazing lands for cattle. The co-

operative organizations have done a great deal of

service in the field of this industry. Literature is

being distributed among the members and to all peasants

as to how to make better selection of and best care for

their domestic animals. The state and the districts

are providing free breeding institutions always at hand

for the peasants. That cooperative organizations are

of importance in this field and that they have shown some

results already is proved by the following chart:

Year Number of Number of Capital
Coop. Org. Members and dues

in levas
1924 24 1,1/0, vo6
1925 23 1632 1.41^366
1926 28 1888 1.552.528
1927 34 2041 1.642.501
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Another type of cooperative organization which helps

to encourage the peasants in this field is a sort of

"Insurance Company for cattle". Its aim is to insure

the better grade of stock: and the capital invested in

it. All peasants are invited for membership.

Milk Centers and Cooperation. Cattle is raised not

only for wool and meat but for other purposes as well;

thus for example, milk is one of the vital products in

the so-called "Milk Centers" in Bulgaria. Butter and

oheese are exported and are also consumed in the country

in great quantities.

Milk is a very delio&te product and requires a great

deal of care and practical experience. Bulgaria lacks

the capital needed to develop a well organized milk

industry. Modern machinery for milk production is not

yet accessible to all milk producers. The improvements

found in Switzerland, Germany, France and America are

rare in Bulgaria. Only through cooperative enterprises

has there been achieved any progress. There is already
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a number of ''Sanitary Stations" for milk testing. The

peasants are being given instructions as to the amount

and type of food each cow requires in order to give

most milk. There is a "Central Cooperative Organiza-

tion for Milk Products" which controls the district

cooperative groups and directs the marketing of their

milk products.

In the constitution of one of the milk cooperative

organizations we find the following by-laws:

a) Through common work and common sale of the millc
products to better aid its utilization, and to supply
those in need with the best quality of high grade, pure
and healthful milk and milk products.

b) Through good care of selected breeding to aim to
better the quality of the cattle { sheep, cows, and goats)
and make them more milk-productive rather than good only
for work on the farm.

It is believed by many Bulgarians that the "Cooperative

Organizations for Control" can be of great assistance to

this industry as it not only teaches the peasants how to

select good stock and give to the cattle the best sanitary

care, but it also complies statistics which are necessary

Sprostranov N. Cooperation and Agriculture pp 115, 114
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to follow the progress being made in such a small but

fast advancing country.

The Rose Industry: Production and Placement of the

Rose Oil and Perfume . It is known that the birth place

of the rose is Persia, however, it grows in abundance

in Asia, Egypt, North Eastern Africa, South Eastern Europe

and in other places. In Bulgaria rose culture has been

an economic factor since 1895 ( see p 37 of this paper).

During the last three or four years new and modern

distilleries for rose products have been built which have

replaced the old primitive ones and made a faster and more

massive production possible.

The rose is planted in five districts: Kazanluk,

Karlovo, Plovdiv, Cheerpan, and Nova-Zagora, but it is

produced in large q.uantities primarily in the first two

districts. About 80^ of the population in Karlovo

makes its living from the rose culture. Rose oil is

exported chiefly to France, the United States, Germany,

and Switzerland.
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Other countries have made attempts to develop the

rose industry but with very little success. The

Bulgarian attar of roses is still the leading article in

European markets, its superiority being due to the

excellent climatic conditions predominating in the

valleys there. Were it not for the following reasons

the rose industry could give far better results than it

has done so far:

1) The World War took away many skilful hands.

£) During the war Bulgaria was blockaded by European

countries — this caused loss of many outside

markets.

2>) Ihiring recent years the rose was endagered by a

species of lice which caused many of the plants

to wither and die.

4) Loss of foreign markets immediately following the

World War was caused by the selfish interests of

many merchants who mixed with the pure rose oil

all sorts of other ingredients this not only

lowered the q.uality of the rose products but

destroyed the fath of many JSuropean buyers.
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Cooperation and the Rose Industry. Most of the rose

distilleries in Bulgaria are built under the initiative of

cooperative leaders. The Bulgarian Agrarian Bank is one

of the main institutions to aid not only the cooperative

organizations but the peasants by giving them credit and

every aid in order to build up faith on the part of the

Bulgarian people in a vast rose industry. The richest

oooperative installation is in the little village

Rahmanlee; it owns seven big factory boilers for rose

blossoms. During 19:37 the crop was so big that it seemed

hardly possible to finish all the work by the end of the

season.

It is evident that Bulgaria has excellent conditions

for development of a rich rose industry. It is however

necessary, that all peasants be organized in some form of

cooperative society as only thus can they be saved from

exploitation by the private merchants.
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Fruits and Vegetables in the Village Eoonomy. Fruits

and vegetables have been planted in Bulgaria from time

immemorial. Varieties of plums grow not only in culti-

vated modern orchards but also on the wild hills and in

the forests — fruit is in abundance everywhere. The

peasants have picked wild delicious plums for centuries

and centuries, using them for making whisky, drying and

preserving them for the winter season. In recent years

the plum is finding its best market in the form of

marmalade. For many peasants the fruit industry is one

of the main resources for living. About five hundred

millions of pounds of fruit are produced each year in

Bulgaria. In spite of this large abumdance most of the

fruit is exported, only a small part being consummed in

the country. The reason for this is that it is too

expensive an article of food for the average Bulgarian

citizen. Recently efforts have been made to lower the

prices and make every variety of fruit accessible to every

Bulgarian family. The governmanet and the cooperative

societies are making new attempts to organize the peasants

in their local districts and teach them the best methods
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fop gardening and fruit raising. Free literature is

being sent to every corner in the country; and experts

are at hand everywhere.

Although the following statistics are not complete

they show gradual progress toward cooperation:

Year Number of Number of Capital
Organ iz. Members

19E4 2 88 198,029 levas
1925 2 101 425,815 "

1926 6 232 1,712,556 «

1927 10 360 3,235,976 "

In recent years these organizations have grown not

only in number, but their capital and outside markets

have been guaranteed. Although this industry is still

in its infancy the results have already proved satis-

factory to the peasant class. Factories for preserving

fruit and vegetables have been built and new form of

Sprostranov N. Cooperation and Agriculture p 141
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industry is springing up. It is believed both by the

government and the people that only through cooperation,

courage and initiative can there be achieved any economic

progress in this field.

Cooperation in the Field of the Finer Industrial

Cultures; Cotton and Linen. The cotton and linen

cultures have wide usefulness, being the main products

for clothing and for vegetf.ble oils. There is no

country in the world where the development of these

cultures is not strongly emphasized — i.e. provided

that the climatic conditions permit their growth.

Results have shown conclusively that the cotton plant

can be grown practically in many parts in Bulgaria —
partioulary in the southern part. The government is

using all possible means to improve the primitive ways

of production still in existence for, only since 1921

has any enlargement in areas and capital of this culture

been noticeable — however, cotton is still being

imported in various forms in large quantities. Importation

of cotton oonstitutes one of the ma^or items of Bulgaria's
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international commerce.

The production of cotton dxiring 1908-1927 according

to the national statistics is as follows:

Year Cotton in Tons

1908 - 1912 181.0
1921 243.1
1922 209.0
1923 286.1
1924 270.4
1^25 428.

S

1926 500.7
1927 749.5

Kote -- No statistices are availabe for 1913-20 ( Balkan War
and World War)

Sprostranov H* Oooperfc^tion and Agriculture p 158
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And yet the import of cotton continues;

Year Cotton in form
of raw material
— in tons

Year Cotton in form
of manfd.
articles.

1924
1925
1926
1927

28.8
277.8
758.4

1924
1925
1926
1927

3,872,S
5,678,8
5,002.1

1.361.8

Closely allied with cotton planting is the problem of

producing cotton goods, which in Bulgaria is still in its

beginning. Modern factories and adequate machinery are

necessary in order to develop a progressive industry.

But for this indeed, is needed large capital and markets

for the goods, both of which are lacking in Bulgaria.

Since 1903 there have been established a number of meaiu-

facturing centers, but they hardly satisfy the need. Only

through a well thought out and carefully planned political

and industrial economy can the technical hardships be over-

come and the production of cotton be put on a standardised

basis.

Sprostranov l^. Cooperation and Agriculture, p 159
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In connection with the cotton industry we may mention

a few ^acts about the linen culture. Although linen has

been planted in Bulgaira for centuries it has never shown

any marked improvement for the simple reason that a

finer and better quality of linen is imported from out-

side.

In Bulgaria flax is grown mostly for its seed from

which a very useful oil is extracted. Varieties of

other plant seeds are also being widely used because of

their rich content of oil. At present the oil industry

is one of the newest in Bulgaria, and one which in a

very short time developed to the point of fulfilling

CLuite well the needs of the population. It has become

almost a national industry, as all the seeds come from

the country itself. There are wonderful markets for

this industry which has attracted in a short time

large amounts of capital. This industry consists in

the production of the different vegetable oils used

for food and industrial purposes. Some of the plants

cultivated for their seeds are: the sun flower, the
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peanut, and the olive. It is a regrettable fact that

so far most of the oils thus produced are not of the

first quality. Evidently this is due to the imperfect

techni(iue of production a factor which makes it hard

to secure outside markets. The cooperative establish-

ments for extracting oils in their purest form are of

importance, not only for the consumer, but also for

the producer. There is a number of cooperative organize

tions of this kind in existence. The construction of

a complete and modern installation for extracting oils, i

now practically finished, it is believed that it will be

able to handle from 12 to 14 tons of seeds in £4 hours.

It is possible that through these huge ooopert.tive

installations the varieties of oils can be reduced to a

few standardized types, the advertising of which will be

much easier abroad.

The importance of such cooperative installations is

evident since these cultures embrace one of the largest

and well paid village economies. It is necessary that

the economic leaders of the country give more attention

to the organization of all peasants in such cooperative

enterprises.
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Cooperation in the Grape and Wine Eoonomy . Another

leading branch of Bulgarian national and village economy

is the production of grapes and wine. The climatic

conditions have made it possible for the vines to grow

both in wild and cultivated form, and an abundance of

varieties of delicious grapes have been known by the

natives since ancient times. Between the years 1902 to

1922 vines were afflicted by a disease which almost

ruined most of the vineyards. While in the past the

grapes were raised to satisfy primarily the needs of

the native population, at present the merchants are

seeking outside markets to justify the extensive capital

which they had to invest in order to fight the vine

disease and replant the vineyards. An attempt toward

modernizing the Bulgarian vineyards began a nember of

years ago i.e. before the World War and has been carried

on with unoei^sing effort ever since.

Markets for Bulgarisja wine can be found almost any-

where — especially for the southern white and rose

wines — but it needs to be standardized in some

particular type and thus be advertised by its own
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definite name. The same is true with the different

varieties of grapes. If Bulgaria is to obtain any-

business and national revenue through grapes and wine she

must by all means create a name for these products and be

able to supply the outside markets with, let us say,

*01d Famous Bulgarian Wine" or "Bulgarian Grown Grapes**.

Germany, Austria and Zehecho Slovakia rank high among

the potential markets for the Bulgarian grapes and wine.

The consumption of grapes and wine in these parts is greater

than in any other place in the world. Italy, Spain aiid

Greece export quantities of these products there but not in

sufficient (luantities to supply the demand.

Prom the foregoing it is evident that Bulgaria needs

a better wine technique, an information bureau with which

to supply the peasants with samples of famous wines, and

a score of other things. The industry is practically in the

hands of the government, which alone can assure the Bulgarian

merchants stabilized world markets.

In recent years the wine and grapes cooperative

organizations have been working as rapidly as possible
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to establish a more rational method of wine production.

For this reason there is already a number of cooperative

plants throughout the country supplying the producers with

all the necessities for a better wine industry. Due to

the more modern technique employed by these organizations

the effectiveness of competition with the enterprises of

private merchants is almost unquestionable. The first

so-called 'Wine Cellar" was established in 1906, and since

then a number of the same type have sprung up. Wine and

gr&pe business was revived again after 1920. The follow-

ing official statistics show the growth of such cooperative

plants both in number and in capitals

Year Number of Humber of Capital and
Organizations Members Investments.

1924 E3 6,206 6,429,441 levas
1926 30 5,o86 8,221,264 "

1926 21 4.970 11,596.777 "

1927 36 4,466 12,469,914 "

4(

*Sprostranov N. Cooperation and Agriculture, p 199
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Tobaeco Raising and the Cooperative System , Bulgaria is

a real tobacco raising country. The climate and the soil

are well suited to the requirements of this famous plant.

Since the World War the tobacco industry has become one

of the leading sources of national and governmental

revenues. Between forty and fifty mil ions of kilograms

or more than one-hundred millions of pounds of tobacco

are exported each year to Germany, Austria-Hungary, and

other world markets. A large number of the Bulgarian

population makes its living from this article.

In recent years Turkey, Greece and Yugoslavia have been

increasing their tobacco productions and successfully

winning the world markets. By no means is their tobacco

of higher grade than that of Bulgaria but these countries

know how to advertise at the international exibitions while

such a policy is hardly practiced yet in Bulgaria. Since

1919 the cooperative societies have undertaken a plan through

which to aid the development of the tobacco industry into

vigorous national economy. There is already a central

institution for the cooperative organisations which at
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present has branches all over the country. The policy

of this organization is 1) to aid the peasants; 2) to

establish harmony between the cooperative leaders and the

peasant class, and 3) to create a national revenue by

making the tobacco a standardized world market article.

The development of such cooperatives is seen in the

following official statistics:

Year Number of Number of Capital and
Organizations Members Funds

1924
1925
1926
1927

39
44
46
46

26,969
29,901
31,002
30.858

100,297,444 "

105,190,671 "

78,388,282 «

57,488,754 levas

Sprostranov N. Cooperation and Agriculture p 219
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The Silk Industry and Cooperatives * Another industry

of great economic importance is the raising of silk cocoons.

The climatic conditions for the growth of the mulberry tree

are excellent in Bulgaria. The following statistics show

a gradual progress in the development of the silk cocoons

as an industry in Bulgaria*

year Cocoon Seeds-in
"Uncee"

Silk Cocoons-in
Kilograms *

1920
19E1
19E2
192S
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929

25,101
29,391
23,850
30,907
38,283
35,200
37,240
41,721
38,370
42,000

1,120,000
1,200,000
1,100,000
1,300,000
1,600,000
1,700,000
1,863,360
2,038,300
1,971,670
2,300,000

* One kilogram is approximately two pounds.
**Sprostranov IT* Cooperation And Agriculture p 237
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The Export of sil}c ooooons is as follows:

1886 594,884 622,073
1909 618,499 3,841,108
1920 164,300 29,792,581
1921 215,684 23,785,410
1922 215,300 85,432,000

123,585,4951923 463,466
1924 329,294 101.059,045
1925 697,578 208,960.497
1926 265,246

549,803
172,492.560

1927 175,929,545
1928 856,156 265.789,676

In recent years the Bulgarian government has been

giving special attention to this industry "by making

abailable a number of cources at the Agricultural School

in Sadovo. Real cooperatives for "silk ooooons»» in

Bulgaria are very few as most of them are Dranches of

other types of agricultural organizations. There are

three popular banks which give special aid to the silk

industry and which attempt to modernize the old methods

which are still used in some places. Bulgaria finds an

excellent market for raw silk in Milano, Italy. At

One dollar is the equivalent at about eighty levas.
Sprostranov N. Cooperation and Agriculture p 238
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present spinning and weaving factories are being built

throughout the country and its is hoped that they may

be able to supply at least the local needs of the

population.

Cooperation in Honey Production . Honey is among the

leading products of many of the Balkan States. Dxiring

the summer season those far off oo\intries are like a

fragrent garden with abundance of beautiful flowers.

In Bulgaria, the climatic conditions are milk and have

made bee-raising a favorite oooupation for many people.

During 19E7 the production of honey and wax was as

follows:

Number of Bee- Honey- in kilo- Wax in
houses grams kilograms

227,614 1,767,813 78,201

Sprostranov, N. Cooperation and Agriculture p 256
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The following statistics show the import and

export of honey:

Year Import in
kilograms

Import- in
levas

Export in
kilograms

Export-in
. levas

19E4
1925
1926
1927

17
300
32
3

750
12850
1380
150

5741
4358
1455

22983

256691
174457
54090

933539

Official *Honey Cooperatives" are not independent, but

whatever organizations there are they are branches of some

higher type of cooperative associations. There are about

21 Toopertictives Societies for Bees" most of which

usually are supported by the members and associates of the

Bulgarian Agrarian Bank In Sofia, In recent years attempts

have been made to improve the methods for the production

of honey under a better and more up-to-date techni(iue.

Due to the abundance of fragrent flowers in the forests and

meadows, Bulgarian honey is extremely tasty and aromatic.

It is hoped that the cooperative organizations under the

guidance of the government may make special demonstrations

of the different grades of honey, encourage the population

Sprostranov N, Gooperation and Agriculture p 256
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to use it and make a business by it.

The Agrarian Cooperative Insurance Companies . They are

of importance primarily to the pet.sant olass whose income

is always at the risk and mercy of nature. In the

Bulgarian Central Bank, there is a special Insurance

Department whose sole aim is to aid the people in what-

ever need they may be. The peasants usually insure

their crops and cattle. These insurance companies are

in full harmony with the rest of the cooperative

organizations. The primary goal of all these old and

new forms of cooperatives is to make Bulgaria a bet :>er

place to live in.
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CONCLUSION

Strange it may seem — ljut true however — in far off

little Bulgaria there is fertile soil for the principles

of the Cooperative System. It is natural for the

Bulgarians to cooperate and work together, this is a

characteristic which they developed through long centuries

of suffering and persecution while serving alternately

kind and cruel Turkish masters.

When one surveys the physical appearance of Bulgaria

one sees many big and small villages clustered together;

a sign of warmth and hospitality, a sign of working and

living together, "mihat then" the reader of this study

might say, ^ is the meaning and importance of the

Cooperative Movement when the Bulgarians have their

own principles of cooperation?"

The answer is twofold: 1) Bulgaria must keep in line

with the rest of the Western World; the old principles

are too old, anti(iue and wearing out — they serve only

as a "basis for a new social reconstruction. E) The

Bulgarian peasant, regardless how sturdy and crude is

emerging out into a new world and new life, there is a
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gradual movement from the village to the city. The

Bulgarian social and economic leaders must find solution

for the new situations arising, must help the peasants

preserve their own individualism while giving them some

new social system — helping them in their pursuit for

life and happiness.

There are scores of eloquent representatives of

different social and economic reforms, but it seems that

the Cooperative System is answering the needs and desires

of the Bulgarian people in a better way than any other.

It is hard to predict the future of the cooperative

enterprises in Bulgaria, as the nation is constantly

being threatened by the ardent ejq^onents of Bolshevism.

The Cooperative System has meaning a nd value for the

Bulgarian people so far as it can prove itself useful

and practical. Thus far it has been doing this; hence

the reason man^ Bulgarian social and educational leaders

put so much hope in it. As the nation emerges from its

rather antique form of existence it will probably have to

make other social and economic adjustments. For the

present it is the Cooperative System
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